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Will you be safe going to visit your 
family in Pakistan? How was your trip 
and what do Pakistani people think 
about us? Were you safe? How was your 
family and what is it like there?  As I 
embarked and returned from a trip to 
visit my elderly mother, my colleagues 
in various settings, expressed their well 
wishes and curiosity. They shared their 
sweet concerns for me.  Ongoing war 
and con�icts in and around Pakistan 
were not the norm when I was growing 
up in the agricultural land of Su�’s and 
Sweet Mangos. Con�icts in Vietnam 
and the Middle East were the headliners 
on the paper and airwaves. Pakistani 
folks were pretty content with warmth, 
sounds of animals and raindrops. Sweet 
aroma of nature in the meadows, 
laughter of women in the �eld, the call 
of the street hawker, young and old 
gathered around a snake charmer and 
puppet shows were the riches of all.  
The richness of hearts mixed with the 
dust of the land perfectly. Some energy 
mysteriously had made the mangos, 
aroma and people of the world residing 
in USA and Pakistan sweet and caring.    

As the international weather 
changed, so did the climate of 
Pakistan. The Soviet Union with all its 
might entered the region, followed 
by the USA with drones.  People and 
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governments of the regions 
became puppets of the 
superpowers. Remote 
destruction of the places 
and people interrupted the 
�ute songs of nature. Fears 
and terrors begin to reign 
hearts across continents.  
The miracle of dusty land to 
transforming bitterness to 
sweet mango and sugarcane 
being cluttered with bombs 
and broken dreams.  My 

friends from medical school asked me this 
question; “ Can the USA take away all the 
aid and weaponry? Our goats and cow 
dung had plenty of riches, we did not ask 
for losing our souls to dance with Drones 
of Grief”.   Perhaps it was the turn of this 
region’s sweet mango to be destroyed by 
distant drones driven by fear and anguish.  
Armies of Vikings, Romans and Mongols 
had displayed the same human drama 
of con�icts over years. So what is new? 
Just the appearances of the puppets and 
puppeteers. We shared stories of warmth 
and love of many from the USA to the 
citizens of Pakistan. 

“He cheated on me, she has been 
unfaithful, I caught him with the  
telephone number of his ex-girlfriend. 
She left me and I am devastated, I cannot 
believe, we were suppose to marry and 
he left for another girl- younger than me, 
my mom told me I was not even suppose 
to be born, I feel so unwanted! I don’t 
have money to make my co-payment, 
I am losing my health insurance, can 
you �ll this disability paper for me”  “She 
does not qualify for disability according 
to the medical necessity criteria of 
our company”, said the doctor from 
the insurance company, my dog is my 
best companion, I wish my pain and 
depression just would go away.” Such are 

the echoes of su�erings and human 
con�ict at a personal level manifested 
during sessions.  Souls attempting to 
regain the sweetness of inner self but 
caught in the bitterness of life. Con�icts 
of such magnitude change lives causing 
sleepless nights, racing thoughts and 
broken dreams. Love and pain dance 
eternally with life. 

As the Titanic sailed with all its might, 
dancing and singing on board - so did 
the shadow of tragedy- trailing it’s path 
till the darkness of night drowned many 
colors of life. I wondered where do the 
forces of Darkness; Evil, Devil, Satan 
originate?  What happened to the very 
�rst couple, Adam and Eve? Instructed 
not to eat a certain fruit, Adam did 
exactly the same! So the con�icts 
arouse in the very beginning of times. 
Where does the darkness come from? 
Does darkness have a meaning in the 
universal energy?  Astronomers advise 
us that darkness is present all over the 
universe and perhaps that is where 
the Stars are born. When Stars die they 
become part of the darkness again.  
Darkness holds the secrets of mystery 
unknown to the manifest. When we are 
silent we hold our thoughts, but our 
speech and words make the mystery of 
our thoughts to come alive. However 
our words decay after resonating for 
a brief moment or two, as do humans 
and our lives. My mom passed away 
a few weeks after my visit to her in 
Pakistan, her voice was silenced again, 
this time forever to the mystery of 
life, to the edges of unknown. During 
her life she gave birth to six of us and 
to many aspirations as she provided 
her nurturing presence, like mother 
Earth. Now her eternal silence in this 
ever-changing life drew my attention 
to the mystery of life. Everything is 
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TWO WOLVES 
One evening an old Cherokee told 
his grandson about a battle that goes 
on inside people. He said, “My son, 
the battle is between two wolves 
inside us all. “One is Evil - It is anger, 
envy, jealousy, sorrow, regret, greed, 
arrogance, self-pity, guilt, resentment, 
inferiority, lies, false pride, superiority, 
and ego.“The other is Good - It is joy, 
peace, love, hope, serenity, humility, 
kindness, benevolence, empathy, 
generosity, truth, compassion and 
faith.” The grandson thought about 
it for a minute and then asked his 
grandfather: “Which wolf wins?”The 
old Cherokee simply replied, “The one 
you feed.”

changing except His Face, the distant 
�ute that breaths us all.  I wondered about 
disappearing into nothingness like stars 
do into Darkness. 

Bewildered, I was seeking to reconnect 
with the memories of my past during my 
morning jogs in the streets of Islamabad, 
Pakistan. Reconnecting with my friends 
from middle and medical school was a 
treat.  I danced with the music of banana 
leaves, aroma of jasmine and sunny 
mornings.  I remembered the call of the 
rooster, this time palpable along with the 
fears of war and drones from a distance.  
As I recollected the memories of my 
childhood Pakistan, I remembered, the 
playfulness of friends, mom feeding the 
chickens, running in streets for nothing 
while exploring the edges of mystery, the 
sweetness of bird songs and the colors 
of Mangos. The shadows of darkness 
were never this dark, the fears were not 
as prevalent and pain not as abundant, 
when Pakistan was not at the center of the 
world’s attention. 

Returning to the USA, I was mindfully 
holding papers of identi�cation, making 
sure I was what the papers said I was 
suppose to be, thanking many friends for 
their prayers. As the media continued to 
send the alarms of tragedy and threats, my 
fellow colleagues in the USA were ringing 
the bell of excitement for my safe return 
to my home. I felt the consciousness of 
humanity in the USA, Pakistan and the 
Universe was as sweet as the taste of 
Mangos and call of a Rooster I had so 
cherished.  I �nd it to be very exciting living 
on the Edges of Mystery- you never know 
what surprise awaits you, as the drama of 
Devine Con�ict continues to unfolds on 
the Stage of Earth - a tiny basket of life in 
the vast Universe.

changing except His Face, the distant 
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What Was Said to the Rose

What was said to the rose that made it 
open
was said to me here in my chest.

What was told the Cypress that made it 
strong
and straight, what was

whispered the jasmine so it is what it is, 
whatever made
sugarcane sweet, whatever

was said to the inhabitants of the town of 
Chigil in
Turkestan that makes them

so handsome, whatever lets the 
pomegranate �ower blush
like a human face, that is

being said to me now. I blush. Whatever 
put eloquence in
language, that’s happening here.

The great warehouse doors open; I �ll 
with gratitude,
chewing a piece of sugarcane,

in love with the one to whom every that 
belongs!

-Rumi

For more information please contact S’eclairer. 
Phone: 724-468-3999    

Resources:http://en.wikipedia.org/
wiki/Prostitution




